We are Epiphany RBC, a marketing consultancy
agency, inspired by how people think and act,
operating globally with the aim to help grow
businesses.
And we are looking for a part-time conversation
designer!
Who are we looking for?
We are looking for a part-time (16-24 hours per week) visual- and interaction
designer who will help us to revolutionize market research and turn
conventional surveys into true conversations.
A designer with a nice portfolio.
Experienced with the tools Sketch, Photoshop and Illustrator.
Someone who likes to take on new challenges.
A problem solver.
Someone who can take care of him-/herself and is a team player at the
same time.

What will you do?
In the beginning there will be two core job functionalities:
Daily running projects together with the rest of the development team,
building online surveys and enhancing conversations. From getting all
the assets ready to designing completely new interactive tools. This will
be in close collaboration with our consultants, who write the
questionnaires and analyze the data.
Next to this we are also working on a road map for innovation and
further explore the possibilities of online conversations, improving the
surveys from technical possibilities and scalability to a strong style guide
and great (micro)interactions!

What to expect?
Work at the heart on the city Amsterdam, close to central station, in a
nice ‘grachtenpand’ at the Prinsengracht.
You will be working on projects for big, international clients that will be
seen by thousands of people all around the globe.
A fun, international team that you will work closely together with.
The possibility to make a difference, you are an important part of the
whole.
Great team spirit (weekly drinks at a local café, boating through the
Amsterdam canals and we get out of the office every once in a while).
A very nice salary!

Let’s meet!
Want to know more? Send an e-mail with your portfolio to Michelle:
michelle.gemmeke@epiphany-rbc.com.

